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Let m > 1 be a positive integer, F be a ﬁeld, and let H2m(F , s)
denote the subspace of M2m(F ) of matrices symmetric with respect
to the symplectic involution. We show that H2m(F , s) satisﬁes a
multilinear identity of degree 4m − 3, and via this identity we
obtain a reﬁnement of a theorem of Rowen concerning s4m−2, a
so-called “standard” polynomial identity for H2m(F , s).
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1. Introduction
We begin by recalling some basic facts concerning polynomial identities.
Deﬁnition 1. Let f = f (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ F 〈x1, . . . , xk〉, the free associative algebra on k generators over
a ﬁeld F . We say that f is a polynomial identity (PI) for an algebra A over F if for all substitutions
x1 = a1 ∈ A, . . . , xk = ak ∈ A, the equation f (a1, . . . ,ak) = 0 holds.
Denote by Mn(F ) the algebra of n × n matrices over F . The following describes the multilinear
identities for Mn(F ) of minimal degree:
Theorem. (See Amitsur and Levitzki [2].) The standard polynomial of degree 2n
s2n(x1, . . . , x2n) =
∑
σ∈S2n
(−1)σ xσ (1)xσ (2) . . . xσ (2n),
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Mn(F ). Mn(F ) does not satisfy a PI of degree less than 2n, and if |F | > 2 or n > 2 then, up to scalar multiple,
s2n is the unique multilinear PI of degree 2n satisﬁed by Mn(F ).
M2(Z2) satisﬁes other polynomials of degree 4.
A trace polynomial is a polynomial in which we allow the coeﬃcients to be polynomials in traces,
and with this in mind the notion of a trace identity for Mn(F ) is clear. For example, the charac-
teristic polynomial (and any linearization) is a trace polynomial, and it is also a trace identity (for
Mn(F )). Independently, Razmyslov [12] and Procesi [9] showed that in characteristic 0 all trace identi-
ties (and, thus, all polynomial identities) of Mn(F ) are consequences of the Cayley–Hamilton theorem.
Razmyslov [12] gave an alternate proof of the positive statement in the Amitsur–Levitzki theorem,
namely that the standard identity of degree 2n is an identity of Mn(F ), showing explicitly that it is a
consequence of Cayley–Hamilton. Now we would like to consider a speciﬁc subspace of M2m(F ), m a
positive integer.
Deﬁnition 2. The symplectic involution on M2m(F ) is deﬁned by the equation
(
A B
C D
)s
=
(
Dt −Bt
−Ct At
)
,
where the original matrix has been partitioned into m×m blocks, and t is the usual matrix transpose.
The symmetric matrices with respect to the symplectic involution are
H2m(F , s) =
{
a + as: a ∈ M2m(F )
}
.
We use this deﬁnition in order to properly deal with the case of characteristic 2: the usual conditions
as = a (symmetric) and as = −a (skew) are equivalent in characteristic 2, but by using the above
deﬁnition we ensure that (in characteristic 2) there is a difference between the “symmetric” and
“skew” spaces.
This subspace consists of matrices of the form
(
A B
C At
)
,
where A ∈ Mm(F ) and B,C ∈ Km(F , t) = {a − at : a ∈ Mm(F )}, the skew-symmetric matrices (with
respect to the transpose). Therefore
{ei, j + e j+m,i+m: 1 i, j m} ∪ {ek+m,l − el+m,k: 1 l < km}
∪ {ek,l+m − el,k+m: 1 l < km}
is a vector space basis for H2m(F , s).
The object of this paper is to study PI’s for H2m(F , s), we will begin by listing the known results.
First, Amitsur and Levitzki say that s4m is an identity for H2m(F , s), but one can improve on this
result:
Theorem. (See Rowen [14].) Let m be a positive integer. s4m−2 is a polynomial identity for H2m(F , s).
Rowen made use of the generic minimum polynomial for H2m(F , s):
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m∑
k=1
(−1)kμk Xm−k,
where μk is obtained inductively by
μ0 = 1, kμk =
k∑
i=1
(−1)i−1μk−i T
(
Xi
)
,
and where T denotes 12 tr, one half the usual trace of a matrix (see [7, Chap. 6] or [13, Chap. 2]). This
is another example of a trace identity. We may obtain this generic minimum polynomial from the
Pfaﬃan just as the characteristic polynomial is obtained from the determinant.
Rowen’s proof is similar to the Razmyslov proof of Amitsur–Levitzki, but uses the generic mini-
mum polynomial for H2m(F , s) in place of the characteristic polynomial. The present paper takes this
Razmyslov–Rowen method further to obtain identities for H2m(F , s) which underlie those found by
Rowen.
Returning to our list of known results, next the cases m = 1,2 were dealt with in detail. D’Amour
and Racine obtained the following under a milder restriction on Char(F ), but for the purposes of the
present paper we quote the main result as
Theorem. (See [4].) Let Char(F ) = 0 and
[x, y] = xy − yx, x ◦ y = xy + yx = xV y = yVx.
s2(x, y) = [x, y] is a PI for H2(F , s), H2(F , s) does not satisfy a PI of degree less than 2, and any PI of degree
2 is a consequence of [x, y].
p4(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) =
[[x1, x2] ◦ [x3, x4] + [x1, x4] ◦ [x3, x2], x5],
r5(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) = (x4 ◦ x5)s3(Vx1 , Vx2 , Vx3) −
(
x4s3(Vx1 , Vx2 , Vx3)
) ◦ x5
− (x5s3(Vx1 , Vx2 , Vx3)) ◦ x4
are PI’s for H4(F , s). H4(F , s) does not satisfy a PI of degree less than 5, and any PI for H4(F , s) of degree 5 is
a consequence of the set {p4, r5}.
The identities hold in general, but the restriction on characteristic is needed for the uniqueness
results. While the proof of the m = 1 case is straightforward, the proof of the case m = 2 depends
largely on the fact that H4(F , s) is a Jordan algebra of degree 2 with respect to the Pfaﬃan (which in
this case is a quadratic form).
The ﬁnal theorems we would like to recall concern the case m = 3. Racine interpreted H6(F , s) as
a Jordan algebra of degree 3 and obtained
Theorem. (See [10].)
s3
([
x3, y
]
,
[
x2, y
]
, [x, y])
is a PI for H6(F , s) of degree 9.
Then Rashkova proved minimality:
Theorem. (See [11].) H6(F , s) does not satisfy a PI of degree less than 9.
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From the cases m = 2,3 dealt with above, one could conjecture that for m > 1, H2m(F , s) satisﬁes
an identity of degree 4m − 3. The present paper proves that this is indeed the case. We wish to con-
sider multilinear polynomials which are almost alternating, that is, alternating in all but one variable.
We will use the following notation:
Deﬁnition 3. Let n be a positive integer.
φ : F 〈x1, . . . , xn, y〉 → F 〈x1, . . . , xn, y〉
f (x1, . . . , xn, y) 	→
∑
σ∈Sn
(−1)σ f (xσ (1), . . . , xσ (n), y).
Deﬁnition 3 extends to trace polynomials in the obvious way.
Deﬁnition 4. For i = 1,2, . . . ,n, let
Ani := φ(x1 · · · xi−1 yxi · · · xn−1) =
∑
σ∈Sn−1
(−1)σ xσ (1) . . . xσ (i−1)yxσ (i) . . . xσ (n−1).
Example 1. Under this notation we have:
s2n(y, x1, . . . , x2n−1) = −
∑
σ∈S2n
(−1)σ xσ (1)xσ (2) . . . xσ (2n)|x2n=y
= A2n1 − A2n2 + A2n3 − A2n4 + · · · + A2n2n−1 − A2n2n
=
2n∑
i=1
(−1)i+1A2ni .
We will prove
Theorem 1. Let F be a ﬁeld, m > 1 be a positive integer, and let s be the symplectic involution on 2m × 2m
matrices over F . Then
qm(x1, . . . , x4m−4; y) := (m − 1)
m∑
i=1
A4m−34i−3 −m
m−1∑
i=1
A4m−34i−1
= (m − 1)A4m−31 −mA4m−33 + (m − 1)A4m−35 −mA4m−37 + · · ·
−mA4m−34m−5 + (m − 1)A4m−34m−3
is a polynomial identity for H2m(F , s) of degree 4m − 3.
Note that since a prime p cannot divide both m and m−1, qm is not the zero polynomial over any
ﬁeld. We will also show that qm gives a reﬁnement of Rowen’s result concerning s4m−2:
Corollary 1. Let F be a ﬁeld, m > 1 a positive integer. Then the polynomials
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=
∑
i=1,2(mod 4)
1i4m−2
(−1)i−1A4m−2i
and
E ′m(x1, . . . , x4m−3; y) := A4m−23 − A4m−24 + A4m−27 − A4m−28 + · · · + A4m−24m−5 − A4m−24m−4
=
∑
i=0,3 (mod 4)
1i4m−2
(−1)i−1A4m−2i ,
with sum
Em + E ′m = s4m−2(y, x1, . . . , x4m−3),
are polynomial identities for H2m(F , s).
2. Proof of Theorem 1
It suﬃces to prove the case Char(F ) = 0: having proven this special case, we may, in arbitrary
characteristic, conclude that the polynomials vanish for all substitutions taken from some basis of
H2m(F , s), in particular the basis given above (note that since only 0 and ±1 appear as entries, this is
a basis of H2m(F , s) irrespective of characteristic), and as our polynomials are multilinear, this proves
the theorem in arbitrary characteristic.
We begin with the generic minimum polynomial for H2m(F , s)
Xm +
m∑
k=1
(−1)kμk Xm−k,
μ0 = 1, kμk =
k∑
i=1
(−1)i−1μk−i T
(
Xi
)
.
Multilinearizing in X gives
∑
σ∈Sm
Xσ (1)Xσ (2) . . . Xσ (m) + (a trace part).
We now replace X1 with {y, x2, x3} = yx2x3 + x3x2 y, X2 with x1, and Xi (i > 2) with Q i :=
1
2 (x4(i−2)x4(i−2)+1x4(i−2)+2x4(i−2)+3 + x4(i−2)+3x4(i−2)+2x4(i−2)+1x4(i−2)) to get
{y, x2, x3}x1Q 3Q 4 . . . Qm + · · · + Qm . . . Q 4Q 3x1{y, x2, x3} + (a trace part). (0)
This is a trace identity for H2m(F , s). We will consider the trace-free part of this polynomial and
the trace part separately. Our goal will be to use the trace-free part of this equation to generate the
polynomial qm(x1, . . . , x4m−4; y), and then we will prove that the corresponding trace part (which
accompanies this generation) is 0. The key idea in the following two lemmas is that the trace of a
monomial is ﬁxed under cyclic permutations of the variables, and thus cancellations occur when we
take alternating sums.
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φ
(
T
({y, x2, x3}))= 0 = φ(T ({y, x2, x3}xi1 . . . xik))
where k is a positive integer and (i1, . . . , ik) is a permutation of (1,4,5,6, . . . ,k).
Proof. It is enough to calculate
T
({y, x2, x3}xi1 . . . xik)= T (yx2x3xi1 . . . xik + x3x2 yxi1 . . . xik )
= T (yx2x3xi1 . . . xik + yxi1 . . . xik x3x2),
and this is sent to 0 by φ since the signatures of the permutations (2,3, i1, i2, . . . , ik) 	→ (2,3, i1, i2,
. . . , ik) and (2,3, i1, i2, . . . , ik) 	→ (i1, i2, . . . , ik,3,2) have opposite signs. 
Lemma 2. (See Kostant [8].) Let n and r be positive integers. Then
T
(
s2r(x1, . . . , x2r)
)= 0. 
Lemma 3. Let A2lk = A2lk (x1, . . . , x2l−1, y) be as usual. Then
(a)
1
(2l − 1)!φ
(
A2lk (x1, . . . , x2l−1, y ◦ x2l)
)=
{
A2l+1k + A2l+1k+1 k even,
−A2l+1k − A2l+1k+1 k odd,
(b)
1
(2l − 1)!φ
(
A2lk (x1, . . . , x2l−1, y) ◦ x2l
)= A2l+1k − A2l+1k+1 .
Proof. Calculate
1
(2l − 1)!φ
(
A2lk (x1, . . . , x2l−1, y ◦ x2l)
)
= 1
(2l − 1)!φ
( ∑
σ∈S2l−1
(−1)σ xσ (1) . . . xσ (k−1)(y ◦ x2l)xσ (k) . . . xσ (2l−1)
)
.
Under φ we may move x2l all the way to the right to get
1
(2l − 1)!φ
( ∑
σ∈S2l−1
(−1)σ xσ (1) . . . xσ (k−1)(y ◦ xσ (k))xσ (k+1) . . . xσ (2l−1)x2l(−1)2l−1−(k−1)
)
.
We performed 2l−1− (k−1) transpositions to move x2l , so the (−1)2l−1−(k−1) appears under φ. This
equals (−1)k , so we obtain
(−1)k
(2l − 1)!φ
( ∑
σ∈S2l−1
(−1)σ xσ (1) . . . xσ (k−1)(y ◦ xσ (k))xσ (k+1) . . . xσ (2l−1)x2l
)
which is
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(2l − 1)! (2l − 1)!
(
A2l+1k + A2l+1k+1
)= (−1)k(A2l+1k + A2l+1k+1 ).
This proves the ﬁrst part of the lemma. For the second part we calculate
1
(2l − 1)!φ
(
A2lk (x1, . . . , x2l−1, y) ◦ x2l
)
= 1
(2l − 1)!φ
( ∑
σ∈S2l−1
(−1)σ (xσ (1) . . . xσ (k−1) yxσ (k) . . . xσ (2l−1)) ◦ x2l
)
= 1
(2l − 1)!φ
( ∑
σ∈S2l−1
(−1)σ (xσ (1) . . . xσ (k−1) yxσ (k) . . . xσ (2l−1)x2l
+ x2lxσ (1) . . . xσ (k−1) yxσ (k) . . . xσ (2l−1))
)
= 1
(2l − 1)!φ
( ∑
σ∈S2l−1
(−1)σ (xσ (1) . . . xσ (k−1) yxσ (k) . . . xσ (2l−1)x2l
+ (−1)2l−1xσ (1)xσ (2) . . . xσ (k) yxσ (k+1) . . . xσ (2l−1)x2l
))
(we performed 2l − 1 transpositions)
= 1
(2l − 1)!
(
(2l − 1)!(A2l+1k − A2l+1k+1 ))
= A2l+1k − A2l+1k+1 . 
Lemma 4. Let A2l+1k = A2l+1k (x1, . . . , x2l, y) be as usual. Then
(a)
1
(2l)!φ
(
A2l+1k (x1, . . . , x2l, y ◦ x2l+1)
)=
{−A2l+2k − A2l+2k+1 k even,
A2l+2k + A2l+2k+1 k odd,
(b)
1
(2l)!φ
(
A2l+1k (x1, . . . , x2l, y) ◦ x2l+1
)= A2l+2k + A2l+2k+1 .
Proof. This is similar to Lemma 3 except for the following sign differences. In the ﬁrst calculation a
(−1)2l−(k−1) = (−1)k−1 appears, and in the second calculation a (−1)2l = 1 appears. 
Now consider the trace-free part of (0)
{y, x2, x3}x1Q 3Q 4 . . . Qm + · · · + Qm . . . Q 4Q 3x1{y, x2, x3}
and apply φ. This yields
(m − 2)!(m − 1)(A4m−41 − A4m−43 )+ (m − 2)!(1)(A4m−42 − A4m−44 )
+ (m − 2)!(m − 2)(A4m−45 − A4m−47 )+ (m − 2)!(2)(A4m−46 − A4m−48 )
+ · · · + (m − 2)!(1)(A4m−44m−7 − A4m−44m−5)+ (m − 2)!(m − 1)(A4m−44m−6 − A4m−44m−4),
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(m − 2)!
m−1∑
r=1
(
(m − r)(A4m−44(r−1)+1 − A4m−44(r−1)+3)+ r(A4m−44(r−1)+2 − A4m−44(r−1)+4)). (∗)
To see this, consider for example the coeﬃcient of the (A4m−46 − A4m−48 ) term. We look at only those
permutations of {y, x2, x3}, x1, and the Q j ’s which have {y, x2, x3} in the third position and x1 to the
left of {y, x2, x3}. Now apply φ to these terms. The (m − 2)! that appears is due to the permutations
of the m − 2 Q j ’s, and the (2) appears because there are 2 position possibilities for x1 to the left of
{y, x2, x3}. Finally, we note that a permutation of Q 1, . . . , Qm and x1 corresponds to a permutation of
(1,4,5,6, . . . ,4m − 5) with positive signature, thus the only negative sign that is introduced due to
signatures is from {y, x2, x3} and appears in front of the A4m−48 term.
Now we will transform (∗) in two ways. First, replace y with y ◦ x4m−4 and apply 1(4m−5)!φ. Using
Lemma 3(a) we get
(m − 2)!
m−1∑
r=1
(
(m − r)(−A4m−34(r−1)+1 − A4m−34(r−1)+2 + A4m−34(r−1)+3 + A4m−34(r−1)+4)
+ r(A4m−34(r−1)+2 + A4m−34(r−1)+3 − A4m−34(r−1)+4 − A4m−34(r−1)+5)). (1)
Next we take (∗) ◦ x4m−4 and apply 1(4m−5)!φ. Using Lemma 3(b) we get
(m − 2)!
m−1∑
r=1
(
(m − r)(A4m−34(r−1)+1 − A4m−34(r−1)+2 − A4m−34(r−1)+3 + A4m−34(r−1)+4)
+ r(A4m−34(r−1)+2 − A4m−34(r−1)+3 − A4m−34(r−1)+4 + A4m−34(r−1)+5)). (2)
Now (2) − (1) is
(m − 2)!
m−1∑
r=1
(
(m − r)(2A4m−34(r−1)+1 − 2A4m−34(r−1)+3)+ r(−2A4m−34(r−1)+3 + 2A4m−34(r−1)+5))
which becomes
2(m − 2)!
m−1∑
r=1
(
(m − r)A4m−34(r−1)+1 −mA4m−34(r−1)+3 + r A4m−34(r−1)+5
)
= 2(m − 2)!((m − 1)A4m−31 −mA4m−33 + (1)A4m−35 + (m − 2)A4m−35 −mA4m−37
+ 2A4m−39 + (m − 3)A4m−39 − · · ·
)
= 2(m − 2)!((m − 1)A4m−31 −mA4m−33 + (m − 1)A4m−35 −mA4m−37
+ · · · −mA4m−34m−5 + (m − 1)A4m−34m−3
)
,
and this is a scalar multiple of the polynomial we were trying to generate.
We now turn to the trace parts corresponding to (1) and (2) which we denote (1)′ and (2)′ . To
obtain these we will have to consider the trace part corresponding to (∗), and this we denote (∗)′ . At
this point we know that
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is a trace identity for H2m(F , s), so our goal is show that
(2)′ − (1)′ = 0.
Now, consider the trace part of the multilinearized generic minimum polynomial. Expanding out
and ignoring coeﬃcients, we see that an arbitrary term has the form
T
(
f1(X1, . . . , Xm)
)
T
(
f2(X1, . . . , Xm)
)
. . . T
(
f j(X1, . . . , Xm)
)
g(X1, . . . , Xm)
where j is a strictly positive integer, and the fk and g are multilinear polynomials. To obtain (∗)′
from this trace part, we proceed as we did for (∗) and replace X1 with {y, x2, x3}, X2 with x1, and Xi
(i > 2) with Q i and apply φ. In view of Lemmas 1 and 2, the only terms surviving are those in which
there is precisely one trace, x1 appears in that trace, and {y, x2, x3} does not appear in that trace: if
there is more than one trace, one of them, by the lemmas, is sent to 0, if the trace does not contain
x1 or does contain {y, x2, x3} then again it is sent to zero by Lemma 2 or 1.
This shows that (∗)′ consists of terms of the form
T (s4l+1)A4m−4−(4l+1)r = T (s4l+1)A4(m−l)−5r
where l and r are positive integers, and r is odd since x1 is in the trace and {y, x2, x3} is not. But
if we transform (∗)′ in two ways to get (1)′ and (2)′ as we transformed (∗) to get (1) and (2), we
see that, in view of Lemma 4, both transformations map these remaining terms (terms of the form
T (s4l+1)A4(m−l)−5r ) to the same image, and therefore
(2)′ − (1)′ = 0.
This shows that
(2) − (1)
is a PI for H2m(F , s) which shows that qm is a PI for H2m(F , s). 
3. Example:m= 3
In this example we show that
q3(x1, . . . , x8; y) := 2A91 − 3A93 + 2A95 − 3A97 + 2A99
is a PI for H6(F , s).
We begin with the generic minimum polynomial for H6(F , s)
X3 +
3∑
k=1
(−1)kμk X3−k = 0,
where μk is obtained inductively by
μ0 = 1, kμk =
k∑
(−1)i−1μk−i T
(
Xi
)
.i=1
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X3 − T (X)X2 + 1
2
(
T (X)2 − T (X2))X
− 1
3
(
1
2
(
T (X)2 − T (X2))T (X) − T (X)T (X2)+ T (X3))
which is
X3 − T (X)X2 + 1
2
(
T (X)2 − T (X2))X − 1
6
T (X)3 + 1
2
T
(
X2
)
T (X) − 1
3
T
(
X3
)
.
Multilinearizing in X gives
∑
σ∈S3
Xσ (1)Xσ (2)Xσ (3) + (a trace part) = 0.
We now replace X1 with {y, x2, x3} = yx2x3 + x3x2 y, X2 with x1, and X3 with Q 3 := 12 (x4x5x6x7 +
x7x6x5x4) to get
{y, x2, x3}x1Q 3 + · · · + Q 3x1{y, x2, x3} + (a trace part) = 0. (0)
We will consider the trace-free part of this polynomial and the trace part separately. Our goal will be
to use the trace-free part of this equation to generate the polynomial q3(x1, . . . , x8; y), and then we
will prove that the corresponding trace part (which accompanies this generation) is 0.
Now consider the trace-free part of (0)
{y, x2, x3}x1Q 3 + {y, x2, x3}Q 3x1 + x1{y, x2, x3}Q 3
+ x1Q 3{y, x2, x3} + Q 3{y, x2, x3}x1 + Q 3x1{y, x2, x3}
and apply φ. This yields
2
(
A81 − A83
)+ (A82 − A84)+ (A85 − A87)+ 2(A86 − A88). (∗)
To see this, consider, for example, the coeﬃcient of the (A86 − A88) term. From the trace-free part of
(0), we look at the position of the “y” and see that the only contributing terms are the fourth and
the sixth. There is a Q 3 = 12 (x4x5x6x7 + x7x6x5x4) in both terms, so we in fact have four terms to
consider. But in all four terms the xi ’s appear in an “even” permutation of {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7}, so
there are 4 terms contributing a + 12 (A86 − A88).
Now we will transform (∗) in two ways, but ﬁrst we restate Lemma 3 for quick reference:
Lemma 3 (l = 4). Let A8k = A8k (x1, . . . , x7, y) be as usual. Then
(a)
1
7!φ
(
A8k (x1, . . . , x7, y ◦ x8)
)=
{
A9k + A9k+1 k even,
−A9k − A9k+1 k odd,
(b)
1
7!φ
(
A8k (x1, . . . , x7, y) ◦ x8
)= A9k − A9k+1.
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2
(−A91 − A92 + A93 + A94)+ (A92 + A93 − A94 − A95)
+ (−A95 − A96 + A97 + A98)+ 2(A96 + A97 − A98 − A99). (1)
Next we take (∗) ◦ x8 and apply 17!φ. Using Lemma 3(b) we get
2
(
A91 − A92 − A93 + A94
)+ (A92 − A93 − A94 + A95)
+ (A95 − A96 − A97 + A98)+ 2(A96 − A97 − A98 + A99). (2)
Now (2) − (1) is
2
(
2A91 − 2A93
)+ (−2A93 + 2A95)+ (2A95 − 2A97)+ 2(−2A97 + 2A99)
which becomes
2
(
2A91 − 3A93 + 2A95 − 3A97 + 2A99
)
,
and this is exactly what we were trying to generate.
We now turn to the trace parts corresponding to (1) and (2) which we denote (1)′ and (2)′ . To
obtain these we will have to consider the trace part corresponding to (∗), and this we denote (∗)′ . At
this point we know that
(2) − (1) + (2)′ − (1)′
is a trace identity, so our goal is to show that
(2)′ − (1)′ = 0.
Now, consider the trace part of the multilinearized generic minimum polynomial. Expanding out
and ignoring coeﬃcients, we see that an arbitrary term has the form
T
(
f1(X1, X2, X3)
)
T
(
f2(X1, X2, X3)
)
. . . T
(
f j(X1, X2, X3)
)
g(X1, X2, X3)
where j = 1,2 or 3, and the fk and g are multilinear polynomials. To obtain (∗)′ from this trace part,
we proceed as we did for (∗) and replace X1 with {y, x2, x3}, X2 with x1, and X3 with Q 3. Next we
will apply φ, but ﬁrst we would like to show that the only terms surviving this application of φ are
those with exactly one trace, {y, x2, x3} outside the trace, x1 inside the trace.
There are at most three traces. If a term has three traces, then T (Q 3) appears, and this term
vanishes under φ by Lemma 2. If a term has two traces, then either {y, x2, x3} is in one of the traces,
or not. If it is, then the term vanishes under φ by Lemma 1. If not, then T (Q 3) appears, and the term
again vanishes under φ by Lemma 2.
So there is exactly one trace. If {y, x2, x3} is in the trace, then the term vanishes under φ by
Lemma 1. So {y, x2, x3} is outside of the trace. Finally, if x1 is outside the trace, then T (Q 3) appears
and the term vanishes under φ.
Thus (∗)′ consists of terms of the form
T (s5)
(
A31 − A33
)
(Q 3 in the trace)
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T (s1)
(
A71 − A73 + A75 − A77
)
(Q 3 not in the trace).
But if we transform (∗)′ in two ways to get (1)′ and (2)′ as we transformed (∗) to get (1) and (2),
we see that since k is odd, in view of Lemma 4, both transformations map these remaining terms to
the same image:
Lemma 4 (Restated).
(a)
1
(2l)!φ
(
A2l+1k (x1, . . . , x2l, y ◦ x2l+1)
)=
{−A2l+2k − A2l+2k+1 k even,
A2l+2k + A2l+2k+1 k odd,
(b)
1
(2l)!φ
(
A2l+1k (x1, . . . , x2l, y) ◦ x2l+1
)= A2l+2k + A2l+2k+1 .
Thus
(2)′ − (1)′ = 0.
So (2) − (1) is a PI and hence q3 is a PI. 
4. Proof of Corollary 1
As in the proof of the theorem, we may work in characteristic 0 and yet obtain the result in
arbitrary characteristic. We would like to compute
φ
([qm, x4m−3])= φ
(
(m − 1)
m∑
i=1
[
A4m−34i−3 , x4m−3
]−mm−1∑
i=1
[
A4m−34i−1 , x4m−3
])
. (3)
First we compute
φ
([
A4m−3k , x4m−3
])= φ(A4m−3k x4m−3 − x4m−3A4m−3k )
= (4m − 2)!(A4m−2k − A4m−2k+1 ).
To see this, note that each of the two sums A4m−3k and A
4m−3
k+1 have (4m − 2)! terms. So 1(4m−2)! (3) is
(m − 1)
m∑
i=1
(
A4m−24i−3 − A4m−24i−2
)−mm−1∑
i=1
(
A4m−24i−1 − A4m−24i
)
. (3′)
Now, Rowen’s result [14] says that s4m−2, written as (see Example 1 above)
s4m−2 = A4m−21 − A4m−22 + A4m−23 − A4m−24 + · · · + A4m−24m−3 − A4m−24m−2
=
m∑
i=1
(
A4m−24i−3 − A4m−24i−2
)+ m−1∑
i=1
(
A4m−24i−1 − A4m−24i
)
(4)
is an identity for H2m(F , s). Taking (3′) +m(4) we obtain
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m∑
i=1
(
A4m−24i−3 − A4m−24i−2
)
,
and this proves the ﬁrst identity of the corollary. Taking instead (3′)−(m−1)(4) we obtain the second
identity of the corollary. 
5. Remarks
(1) Let (A,∗) be a central algebra over F with involution of the ﬁrst kind, i.e., ∗ ﬁxes F element-
wise. Amitsur [3] introduced the notion of a ∗-polynomial, an element
p
(
x1, . . . , xn, x
∗
1, . . . , x
∗
n
) ∈ F 〈x1, x2, . . . , xk, x∗1, x∗2, . . . , x∗k 〉.
Such a polynomial is a ∗-identity (or ∗-PI) for (A,∗) if p(a1, . . . ,an,a∗1, . . . ,a∗n) = 0 for all substitutions
a1, . . . ,an ∈ A. If 12 ∈ F , then x and x∗ are linear combinations of x + x∗ and x − x∗ , and we may
consider ∗-polynomials as polynomials in “skew” and “symmetric” variables. With this point of view,
we can interpret the present paper as being concerned with ∗-PI’s for (M2m(F ), s) in symmetric
variables.
There are several open questions concerning ∗-identities for (M2m(F ), s). Prominent among them
is the question of minimal degree; namely, for a given m, what is the minimal degree for a ∗-identity
satisﬁed by (M2m(F ), s)? From the results of d’Amour and Racine [4] we know that the cases m = 1,2
have minimal degrees 2 and 5, and for the case m = 3 we know that when only “symmetric” variables
are considered the minimal degree is 9 [11]. For m > 3 we have a lower bound  2m + 2 as given
by Drensky and Giambruno [5] and an upper bound of  4m − 3 as given by the present paper. This
question remains open.
One may also ask what the minimal degree is of a standard polynomial (in skew and/or symmetric
variables) satisﬁed by (M2m(F ), s). In the case where only symmetric variables are considered, Rowen
has shown that (M4(F ), s) does not satisfy s5, and Adamsson [1] has extended this to show that
(M6(F ), s) and (M8(F ), s) do not satisfy s9 and s13, respectively. Thus 4m − 2 appears to be the
minimal degree here, but a proof of the general case has not yet been found.
A second question is uniqueness. Amitsur and Levitzki say that s2n is the unique multilinear iden-
tity of degree 2n for Mn(F ), Char(F ) = 2, n a positive integer. When we pass to ∗-identities for
M2m(F , s), is qm(x1 + xs1, x2 + xs2, . . . , x4m−4 + xs4m−4, y + ys) the unique ∗-PI of degree 4m− 3, m > 1?
D’Amour and Racine show that for the case m = 2, the answer is no. In the paper quoted in the
introduction [4], they show that one needs at least two ∗-PI’s to generate the space of ∗-identities
for H4(F , s) of minimal degree. For the case m = 3, we have already the two candidates qm and
s3([x3, y], [x2, y], [x, y]) (in symmetric variables). We omit the details, but as the latter is a PI alter-
nating in all but one variable, and the former is a PI in just two variables, they are in fact independent
(not consequences of each other) when considered as ∗-PI’s. Thus, at least at degree 4m − 3, the an-
swer seems to be no: one does not ﬁnd a unique ∗-PI.
(2) There appears to be a close relation between the PI’s for H2m(F , s) and those for K2m(F , t).
Kostant proved that s4m−2 is a PI for K2m(F , t) [8], and the present author has shown that Corollary 1
holds for K2m(F , t) [6]. Also, we will show in a subsequent paper that Theorem 1 holds for K2m(F , t).
However, we have performed computer calculations that show that the two spaces of identities are
not equal. Namely, s3([x3, y], [x2, y], [x, y]) is a PI for H6(F , s) but not for K6(F , t). The exact rela-
tionship between these two spaces is still not clear.
(3) The proof of our theorem makes use of two substitutions, and obtains the trace-free equations
(1) and (2). One could ask whether just one substitution would suﬃce (to obtain an identity of
degree 4m − 3), but we have performed computer calculations that show that, for m = 2,3, neither
(1) nor (2) are PI’s. In fact, our calculations show that, at least for m = 2,3, qm is the unique (up to
multiplication by a scalar) multilinear PI for H2m(F , s) alternating in all but one variable.
J. Dale Hill / Journal of Algebra 349 (2012) 8–21 21(4) One can check that qm generates, under the action which permutes the variables, an S4m−3-
module with character [2,14m−5]. One can also check that this induces, at degree 4m − 2, an S4m−2-
module with character [3,14m−5] + [2,2,14m−6] + [2,14m−4]. This shows that the S4m−2-module
generated by s4m−2 (with character [14m−2]) is not contained within this module, and, thus, that
s4m−2 is not a consequence of qm . This explains why we needed to use Rowen’s theorem in the proof
of our corollary.
(5) The contents of this paper will be part of Ph.D. thesis written at the University of Ottawa under
the supervision of Michel Racine.
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